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Phrasal Verbs 1
1. The trouble with golf as a hobby is that it ---too much of one’s time.

5. Leaders with different political styles have
launched daring projects to take Japan out of

A) turns over

B) looks for

the economic recession, but in the long run,

C) gives up

D) puts out

they may ---- colliding with each other.

E) takes up

2. Dublin is a fairly easy city to ---- because of

A) make out

B) give in

C) act out

D) fight off

E) end up

its frequent and efficient bus and
underground services.

6. My car ---- as I was on my way to pick up the

A) get around

B) make over

C) set up

D) get on

children from school.

E) go with

A) got off

B) broke down

C) let down

D) gave in

E) took off
3. The major component of most gallstones is
cholesterol, though some are ---- of calcium
salts.

7. At 4 o’clock that same afternoon, he got into
his car and ---- for Bursa.

A) swept away

B) kept away

A) put up

B) got off

C) broken down

D) looked after

C) kept on

D) set off

E) made up

E) sent out

4. After World War II, the United States began

8. Every community in the world recognizes

to ---- Britain’s role as the leading foreign

certain activities as crimes, and has

player in Iranian politics.

developed its own way of----them.

A) take over

B) hold up

A) depending on

B) breaking into

C) put off

D) keep out

C) looking after

D) making for

E) look after

E) dealing with
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9. Rice is by far China’s most important

13. They telephoned from the library to say that

agricultural product and ---- over half the

they had found the book I was looking for,

total cereal production.

but it ---- to be the wrong edition.

A) lets in

B) accounts for

A) put over

B) showed up

C) sets forth

D) falls through

C) made out

D) turned out

E) looks after

E) came up

10. Few people know that many research

14. More than 40 percent of men show signs of

projects are---- solely by the EU.

baldness between the ages of 20 and 49, but

A) settled down

B) put up with

studies on genomes of this group have failed

C) written up

D) set out

to ---- a potential cure.

E) carried out

11. The Council of Europe, the continent’s oldest

A) look up to

B) run out of

C) do away with

D) cut down on

E) come up with

political organization, was ---- in 1949 to
defend, among other things, human rights
and the rule of law.
A) set up

B) pulled through

D)put up

E) made out

15. Although mild symptoms such as social
withdrawal may persist, parents with minor

C) set aside

psychological problems may want to ---children.

12. During the 18th century, the Ottoman

A) pass out

B) sign off

D)come into

E) bring up

C) take off

Empire lost status as well as power, as it
could not ---- the scientific developments in
Europe.
A) get rid of

B) cut down on

C) keep up with

D) look up to

E) run away from
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16. Historically, the development of capitalism
has---- several phases, following the period of
feudal organization of society.

19. Virginia was a brilliant young woman who
--- in a literary atmosphere.
A) took over

B) put up
D) grew up

A) taken after

B) called in

C) held on

C) brought forward

D) gone through

E) showed up

E) turned down
20. There were plenty of people willing to ---17. The article ---- that Martin Luther King's
fundamentalist views were foreign to his
liberal allies.

the experiment as the subject, “controlling
emotions”, attracted them.
A) fill out

B) take part in
D) make do with

A) holds up

B) deals with

C) watch out for

C) pulls through

D) points out

E) open up

E) writes out

18.When Atatürk told the Turks to ---- the West,

Cevap Anahtarı
1 E

11 A

2 A

12 C

industrialization, standardized education,

3 E

13 D

and republican government.

4 A

14 E

5 E

15 E

6 B

16 D

7 D

17 D

8 E

18 A

9 B

19 D

10 E

20 B

he was at the same time referring to

A) look to

B) bring about

C) put off

D) find out

E) run out of
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